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THIS LAND IS OUR LAND!

Pangaea, or Alkebulan

BEFORE, The planet was hit by a Masses Meteor, which caused the earth's plates to separate causing our great land mass to break apart,
We (Black People) were on all parts of Pangaea, Akebulan. The fact that millions of people don't know is that we also always lived on North Central, & South America. We also have Ancient Native stories that talk about the indigenous people being in the Americas from the beginning of time. Like the Hopi, Washitaw, Choctaw, etc.

The real truth is that Black people have lived all over the planet in Ancient times, millions of years before Euro-peons reconstructed the truth, and created His-story of lies. Brothers and Sisters, we have been lied to by the Euro-peons our whole life. They take our progeny at age 5 all the way to Doctor, and indoctrinate them into these lies and systems that protect what they have done to Us as a people. Telling us that they brought us all over here and that our pedigree is that of only slaves. They have also used biased information when choosing the curriculum in our schools of lower training, a curriculum that support their conquest, exploitation, & supremacy, while hiding our Great, Advanced & Ancient Pasts.

More proof that we were all over the globe, that we were in North, South, and Central America. This is why the southern tribes look nothing like the people out west. Granted there we're "black" tribes in California. The earth is mother land, The south-east was cultivated by the negro's. That is where we traces his roots.

It is very important for us to know the truth and to share it with our progeny, in order to collectively come from under the voluntary slavery 14th Amendment Citizen Chattled Property Fictions mentality that we have acquiesced to & accepted to our own demise. We have done this for years with open arms, without even questioning it.

In this chain of proof, I will show the TRUTH & expose HIS-STORE. AND SHOW YOU WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT, through a term called POSTLIMINIUM, which can be used once we declare our rightful Nationality in the Human Family, instead of accepting being the Human Capital of the Church & State of evil greedy men!

The Ancient Americans Washitaw Moors, Muurs (Black People) Had Civilizations That Go Back To 10,000 B.C., and Older. Civilizations which are thousands of years Older Than Egypt. The Washitaw are only one of thousands that have been proven to exist, in North, South, & Central America. This is not a means for me to separate us from our African, or any of our brothers as the Euro-peons have done for millions of years in order to steal our resources, nationality lands here, but it is to unify US as one Human family and to take back our place as the majority.

The Washitaw Muurs, Moors

https://youtu.be/rPpl5DlqlqU

The next video below show how advance our great civilizations were in Ancient North America, and how they were infiltrated & Taken By The New White Feudal Colonial British Investors & Corporations Through The Idea Of Manifest Destiny, & How The Indigenous Black People Were
Viewed & Falsely Labeled by these Evil, Greedy Men In Order For These White Devils To Take Our Land & Resources For The Gain Of The British Crown & Investors.

**MANIFEST DESTINY, KILLING IN THE NAME OF THE STATE, CHURCH, & THE LORD!**

*United States history*
http://www.britannica.com/event/Manifest-Destiny

*A Manifest Destiny massacre*
http://socialistworker.org/.../10/manifest-destiny-massacre

*The Religious Origins of Manifest Destiny*
http://nationalhumanitiescenter.org/.../mandestiny.htm

*The Death Of the Bison, These evil, greedy men even killed off all of the Bison, which was a food supply, etc for the Native people.*
http://wineandbowties.com/.../nature/the-death-of-the-bison/

In the below video they do everything but show that the Ancient people were black. They are calling US, **LOST CIVILIZATIONS**, I guess that is correct, because we have lost our way, our minds, our pride, our nationalities, cultures, morals, unity, knowledge of self & kind, etc, believing their Lies. But the real fact still remains that Black People are those lost Civilized Nations that they are talking about. In the words of Spike Lee, it’s time for us to: **“WAKE UP”**
Lost Civilizations of North America (Part 1 of 4)

For those of you who need to hear it from the Euro-peon's mouth, here's proof. It has also been proved that black people were on all parts of the planet earth, then called Pangaea, or Alkebulan as our now ancestor Dr. Yosef Ben-Jochannan reveled to us.

The First Americans were Black Not Indians/Native Americans, or Asian People, with proof!

https://youtu.be/kCblopkR9Ho

More proof that the Ancient people of North America were Black. They were called the Mound Builders by the Euro-peons.

The First American Civilization built by NEGROID (Paleoamericans)!
https://youtu.be/l38GeNg-nuo

There is also a term called Meritorious Manumission, it was an Act, or Public Policy of the Colonial Corporations, not a Law, or a Natural Law, of Nature or God. This Act was used to subject, & disassociate blacks from each other in order to train, and indoctrinate the New Jacked Slaves through reward for protecting &
strengthen the system of White Supremacy for the White Masters. This was used in unison with the **Willie Lynch** methods of 1712.

**Meritorious Manumission Act of 1710**

During this period of enslavement of Africans in America, the **Meritorious Manumission Act of 1710** was enacted in Virginia, and spread across the **America British Corporate Colonies**. It was the legal act of freeing, or rewarding a slave for so-called: **“good deeds,”** as defined by the national **Public Policy**, (Like An Administrative Rule or Code Used By Todays Cities, Counties, & States) and could be granted to a slave who:

1. Saved the life of a White master or his property,

2. Invented something from which a slave master could make a profit,

3. Or “snitched” on a fellow slave who was planning a slave rebellion or to run away.

Let’s assume this is where the term “selling out” & "Uncle Tom," came from. Now we have a reference to understand how the **Meritorious Manumission Of 1710**, and **Willie Lynch of 1712** were used to brain wash, separate, divide & train black people to be against each other, for the good, and profit of the master, hopefully we can start making some changes by learning the Romans Games and beating them at their own games.

**Meritorious Manumission** is a type of white remote control, brain washing that whites use/d to keep black people in line, a tactic that continuously divides Melaninated people, and creates commercial gains for whites.
Our black brothers and sisters of today are still using these taught tactics against each other to our own demise, while protecting white supremacy, and it's systems of exploitation.

Multiculturalism, The Feminist movements, Gay Rights movements, Integration & Voting are some of the other tactics that are used for the purpose of divide, gain and conquer.

The Meritorious Manumission Act of 1710 Created a Codified white value system that Blacks adopted, implemented and follow even to this day. It was created and is still used to control the minds, and behavior of black people, which includes anyone with melanin. It's a tool that is still used to enslave and prevent the existing free Black population from growing by instigating measure to decline manumission used on the Black population that then sought either to purchase there own freedom or the freedom of a relative. It still works today to the same extent as it did then.

"There are none so enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free [due to the Elite’s mass propaganda]” – Goethe

Now once we were infiltrated, the Euro-peons also used germ warfare, treaties, wars, and everything they could think of to subject, exploit and murder our Ancient Black Advanced Nations, destroy our food sources, etc., as we have see in the above videos, and writing.

So now that they had us divided and working to protect, advance and profit White Supremacy, their lives, & newly acquired property, and resources, they
gave us privileges. Privileges that we still ignorantly consider as equal to rights today. Now if you look up the two, one is Natural and you inherit these rights at birth, and the other is un natural and given to you by man, and can also be taken at any time by the City, County, or State overseers. We will discuss what the state is, what a citizen is, what civil rights are, apose to human rights and so on. Lets look at his story and read for yourself to obtain the truth.

*Un Civil Rights*

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/un-civil-rights-norman-mccreary?trk=mp-reader-card

To bring this home I am also presenting a paper that proves that their intentions from the beginning were to kill, steal, and destroy. To subject, divide, and exploit the people of North, Central, & South America, their resources, and land. Thus taking away their ancient names, nationalities, cultures, ways of life, unity, spirituality, etc, and replacing it with, slavery death, exploitation, and destruction.

Within every work or paper their must be a REMEDY, or MORAL to the story that we must learn from and implement. Which I have tried my best thought my research to provide.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/postliminiumthe-answer-institutionalized-racism-norman-mccreary?published=u